Šimon Levitner

date of birth: 12.9. 1992
adress: Malířská 227/14, Praha 7, 17 00
phone: +420 776 676 555
e -mail: levitner.simon@gmail.com
education:
2013 - ? /fakulty of Film and TV school of academy of performing
arts, Prague - department of photography
2014 / Academy of fine arts - internship, intermedia studio
2008 - 2014 / High school of aplied informatics
exibitions:
2016
Translocation - Musrara school, IL (group exibition)

Matter of photography - Prospektos gallery, Vilnius, LT
(group exibition)

The most impossible of renunciations - Tisch School of the
Arts, New York, USA (group exibition)

Exibition of photography- Galerie velryba, Praha, CZ
(with Iryna Zakharova)

Hradec Králové - Architecture - MENUlab, Hradec Králové, CZ
(with Petr Pustina)

2014

Barel rolls- Galerie panel, Praha, CZ (with Alexandr Martsynuk)
2015
Subversive tactics - Czech centrum, New york, USA
(group exibition)
Strategies: Performances - Czech centrum, New york, USA
(skupinová výstava)
DOME ZERO - Galerie Jelení, Praha, CZ (with Davide Střeleček)
Famugrafie - NTK, Praha, CZ (group exibition)

II - apartment exibition, Praha, CZ (group exibition)
Greeting from Gosswehort - MENU lab, Hradec Králové, CZ
Figure and shape - Galerie Míšenská, Praha, CZ
(group exibition)
But, where does it heading? - Výstavní síň jiřího jeníčka, Beroun, CZ (group exibition)
First Year - Open Air program Festivalu divadel evropských
regionů, Hradec Králové, CZ

Resistance
lambda print 80x112 cm , digital print, object (print
on plexiglass)
2016

wiev into instalation, galerie AMU

Study about massive of letna hill in Prague. The
place of former monument of Stalin.
The location of letna hill is predestinated as a ideal
place for representative building or monument. The
hill itself, even across countless of planned or realisated transformations, at the end always shows it´s
ability to resist them. Every realisated project almost
always dissapiered in short time. The amount of
planned, but never realised projects is another story.
In this project I´m working with this strange ablity of
resistance of the hill thru history, compemporary and
future.

Barel rolls
Šimon Levitner / Alexandr Martsynuk
2x projekce loop, 1x video loop
2016
Three simultaneous video projections about thinking
and attitudes of people in extreme situations. Emotional participation and blind fate is best situation
for manipulating with people. Also, in extreme situations, people are exposing their hidden or not so
exposed attitudes.
We can observe that especially in the internet enviroment where these attitudes are gaining strenght. We
noticed mainly agressive comentaries on youtube
reacting on videos from Russia - Ukraine conflict.

wiev into instalationv, galerie PANEL

https://vimeo.com/172573879

I´m hidding, but nobody is looking for me
80x112 cm , digital print
2016

How normal, or sane and at least but not least acceptable by society to be paranoid about following
ours beahaviour and steps thru today´s methods,
using surviliance cameras, drones, social networks,
etc..

DOME ZERO
The future, which never happened
Šimon Levitner / David Střeleček
6 photos 27x21 cm, 1 photo 70x50 cm
- lambda print, object - concrete, plexislo
About phenomenon of once foreshadowed, but never fullfiled futures. Especially about moment, when
you hit some fragment or motiv from the past, which
sudenly pripomene line, which you forget about or
the line itself somehow turn out of your focus.

wiev into instalation, Jelení gallery

We focus to the line which was foreshadowed in 80´s
and 90´s. At that time futuristic visons promising brigt
future, full of fascinating complicated technologies
and high-tech easy life partly melted into everyday
life. We were kid´s in those times and that high-tech
aestetics was facinating for us. It was like “yes, future is soon”. But then this aestics dissapiered and
we forgot about it. Now, the future seems to be more
scrary and apocalyptic.
But we still meet fragments of pass optimistic future
rarely. Usually as ruins or relicts.

autor of object - David Střeleček

Odstavka
Šimon Levitner / David Střeleček
performace 15min
2015
Audio - visual work about landscape surrounding
train rails in Prague - Vršovice. That space interested us bacouse if you going thru it by the line of
rails, the path has something common with musical
compositions. In the beginning, there is more or less
flat landscape, then some different objects starts to
appearing and repeating. Also the landcape is slowly
changing to more dramatic profile which is ending in
hills at the end.
I processed the space with David Střeleček - he described space by music and me by image.
Our intention is not to descibe the space precisely,
but more to reconstruct it somewhere esle and to
trasmit it to viewers.

photo from performance

https://vimeo.com/172562034

Rules of the game

This work is devoted to imaginary spaces and their
boundaries, which we freely access or subordinate
ourselves to – often quite naturally, out of habit or
experience. Sometimes, however, they must be explained to us, and only then do these completely
abstract limits and boundaries begin to make sense
and assume an order. I see a parallel to this principle
in the rules of sports and games, when after understanding the rules of a game the abstract shapes
of pitches and game maps become clear and make
sense, and if we want to play the game, we must
necessarily move within their limits.
Based on specific game maps, I create new ones
– modified, but with original elements so that the
original game can still be distinguished. I place
these new maps in the original environment, where
they acquire a slightly mysterious character. Is this
a new game whose rules I don’t yet know? Or is it just
a mistake? Or isn’t it a game at all?

wiev into instalation, galerie Czech center New York

Silver-gelatine print, 30x40 cm, baryta paper)
2015

Monuments

Projection, instalation, silver-gelatin prints on baryta
paper - variable sizes
2014
Slightly mystical story about mysterious buildings
aroud the city Prague. Their purpose is venetilation
of underground system, but it´s not so much obvious
so they seems to be like some wierd monuments.
Second part is topographical study of buildings itself.

Monuments - A story about air conditioning system (2014, size variable, instalation, gelatin silver print on baryta paper)

